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Simulated:



• Anomalies of CMB (alignment…)
• B mode polarization
• Gravitational Lensing of CMB
• Non-gaussianity: beyond the power 

spectrum
• Kinetic and thermal SZ effect
• …(something completely new)



Distribution of 175 clusters







Thermal SZ effect:



Y [arcmin^2]

• Planck released its Early SZ catalogue 189 sources, in 
which 175 redshifts are known. 

• Planck has also detected the sizes of the clusters, their 
positions on the sky (l,b), and their Compton Y-parameter.

• We would like to find these clusters in WMAP and test 
the consistency between WMAP and Planck.



W-band is the preferable band to use.





• Now we need to filter the map to search 
for clusters

Pure CMB and 
point sources:



If no CMB/noise contamination:

Minimizing:





Delta_T map y-map



What is the profile of the cluster 
before and after filtering?

Y [arcmin^2]



Universal pressure profile



Universal temperature profile
Projection:



What is the shape of the profile 
after filtering?

Full-sky cluster-only map:



theta_500: the outskirt 
radius of the cluster where 
density is 500 of the critial
density

Integrates over theta_500.





Stacking filtered clusters together

from wmap
Stacking pure clusters together



Summary:
• Planck ESZ catalogue is a useful tool to study the 

detail profile of galaxy clusters
• We can match-filter the WMAP map to suppress 

the CMB and noise contribution and therefore 
obtain a map of clusters.

• Although WMAP gives individual cluster very 
weak (~0.7 sigma) detection, overall it can give a 
stack significance at 9 sigma CL.

• In addition, by comparing the Y_planck with 
Y_WMAP, we find excellent agreement between 
the two.

• In the near future, we will work on Planck data to 
fit both tSZ and kSZ component and place 
constraints on the large scale bulk motion.
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